
 

 

Price list of Fly fishing rod 
 

http://www.flyfishingsupplier.com 

 

Toray Carbon hand-made helical internal core 

With NANO+ resin from the sample workshop 

 

The best fly rod made in China, not like the rod factories in 

Weihai who make all kind of rods for big quantity. We establish 

our factory in a small town, only make fly rod, and only make 

the best fly rod. We win by quality, not for quantity. 

 

All of the fly rods in this list are made of high modulus, low 

resin Toray carbon fiber from Japan. The blank is with 

hand-made carbon helical internal core. So the blank is super 

light, strong and flexile, all of the rods are made in our sample 

making workshop which is composed of the best 15 technical 

workers. 

 

The best material and best workers work out the best rod 

available in China. The same quality as the top three rod Korea 

rod factories, but with a 15-20% lower price  

 

 



 

 

 

Item Length Section Carbon fiber weight package 

Sky High 

Gold 9054 

9ft 4 IM12 

40+46T 

#5 Aluminum or  

Cordura rod tube 

Rod with aluminum rod tube $94.35 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Rod with aluminum rod tube $86.70 (Based on 50 pcs)  

Rod with aluminum rod tube $83.40 (Based on 100 pcs)  

Spare tip: $5.65 

Rod with cordura rod tube $86.50 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Rod with cordura rod tube $79.55 (Based on 50 pcs)  

Rod with cordura rod tube $76.25 (Based on 100 pcs)  



 

 

 

Item Length Section Carbon fiber weight package 

Sky High 

8434 

8ft4 4 IM12/40T #3 Aluminum or  

Cordura rod tube 

Rod with aluminum rod tube $85.60 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Rod with aluminum rod tube $78.15 (Based on 50 pcs)  

Rod with aluminum rod tube $75.00 (Based on 100 pcs)  

Spare tip: $5.50 

Rod with cordura rod tube $77.75 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Rod with cordura rod tube $71.00 (Based on 50 pcs)  

Rod with cordura rod tube $67.85 (Based on 100 pcs)  

Spare tip: $5.50 



 

 

 

Item Length Section Carbon fiber weight package 

Sky High 

9044 

9ft 4 IM12/40T 

Toray carbon 

#4 Aluminum or  

Cordura rod tube 

Rod with aluminum rod tube $86.85 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Rod with aluminum rod tube $79.20 (Based on 50 pcs)  

Rod with aluminum rod tube $75.90 (Based on 100 pcs)  

Spare tip: $5.65 

Rod with cordura rod tube $79.00 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Rod with cordura rod tube $72.05 (Based on 50 pcs)  

Rod with cordura rod tube $68.75 (Based on 100 pcs)  

Spare tip: $5.65 



 

 

 

Item Length Section Carbon fiber weight package 

Sky high 

9054 

9ft 4 IM12/40T 

Toray carbon 

#5 Aluminum or 

cordura rod tube 

Rod with aluminum rod tube $87.85 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Rod with aluminum rod tube $80.20 (Based on 50 pcs)  

Rod with aluminum rod tube $76.90 (Based on 100 pcs)  

Spare tip: $5.65 

Rod with cordura rod tube $80.00 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Rod with cordura rod tube $73.05 (Based on 50 pcs)  

Rod with cordura rod tube $69.75 (Based on 100 pcs)  

Spare tip: $5.65 



 

 

 

Item Length Section Carbon fiber weight package 

Sky high 

9064 

9ft 4 IM12/40T 

Toray carbon 

#6 Aluminum or 

cordura rod tube 

Rod with aluminum rod tube $88.85 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Rod with aluminum rod tube $81.20 (Based on 50 pc)  

Rod with aluminum rod tube $77.90 (Based on 100 pc)  

Spare tip: $5.65 

Rod with cordura rod tube $81.00 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Rod with cordura rod tube $74.05 (Based on 50 pc)  

Rod with cordura rod tube $70.75 (Based on 100 pc)  

Spare tip: $5.65 



 

 

 

Item Length Section Carbon fiber weight package 

Sky high  

1074 

10ft 4 IM12/40T #7 Aluminum or 

cordura rod tube 

Rod with aluminum rod tube $84.40 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Rod with aluminum rod tube $77.05 (Based on 50 pc)  

Rod with aluminum rod tube $73.90 (Based on 100 pc)  

Spare tip: $5.80 

Rod with cordura rod tube $76.50 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Rod with cordura rod tube $69.90 (Based on 50 pcs)  

Rod with cordura rod tube $66.75 (Based on 100 pcs)  

Spare tip: $5.80 



 

 

 

Item Length Section Carbon fiber weight package 

NANO  

905-4 

9ft 4 NANO 40T #5 cordura rod 

tube 

Rod with cordura tube with pouch$65.50 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Rod with cordura tube with pouch $60.00(Based on 50 pc)  

Rod with cordura tube with pouch $56.60 (Based on 50 pc) 

The spare tip is available,the spare tip is $5.50 more 

The biggest development since carbon fiber. The ground breaking NANO 

technology  

 



 

 

 

Item Length Section Carbon fiber weight package 

NANO  

907-4 

9ft 4 NANO 40T #7 cordura rod 

tube 

Rod with cordura tube with pouch$67.50(Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Rod with cordura tube with pouch $61.30 (Based on 50 pc)  

Rod with cordura tube with pouch $58.45 (Based on 100 pc)  

The spare tip is available，the spare tip is $5.50 more 

The biggest development since carbon fiber. The ground breaking NANO 

technology  

 

 



 

 

 

Item Length Section Carbon fiber weight package 

Nymph  

103-4 

10ft 4 NANO IM12 #3 cordura rod 

tube 

Rod with cordura tube with pouch$69.00(Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Rod with cordura tube with pouch $63.00 (Based on 50 pc)  

Rod with cordura tube with pouch $60.00 (Based on 100 pc)  

The spare tip is available，the spare tip is $5.50 more 

The biggest development since carbon fiber. The ground breaking NANO 

technology  

 

 



 

 

Fly fishing starter outfit 

 

Fly fishing starter outfit $72.00 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Fly fishing starter outfit $65.45 (Based on 50 pc)  

Fly fishing starter outfit $62.35 (Based on 100 pc)  

The best ready-to-fish outfit for you. Everything you need is included in this rod 

tube with reel pouch 

Especially designed for new fly fisher. Easy-to-cast is the most strength for this rod 

and reel combination 

Buy together to save a special discount of 3% than buy them one by one 

 

 



 

 

 

Item Length Section Carbon fiber weight package 

Starter  

90344 

9ft 4 IM6/24T 

Toray carbon 

#3/4 Cordura tube 

with reel pouch 

Rod with cordura tube with pouch$34.75 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Rod with cordura tube with pouch $31.50 (Based on 50 pc) 

 

Best quality cordura tube with reel pouch 

in one body 



 

 

 

Item Length Section Carbon fiber weight package 

Starter  

90454 

9ft 4 IM6/24T #4/5 Cordura tube 

with reel pouch 

Rod with cordura tube with pouch$35.25 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Rod with cordura tube with pouch $32.00 (Based on 50 pcs) 

 

Best quality cordura tube with reel pouch 

in one body 



 

 

 

Item Length Section Carbon fiber weight package 

Starter  

90564 

9ft 4 IM6/24T #5/6 Cordura tube 

with reel pouch 

Rod with cordura tube with pouch$35.75 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Rod with cordura tube with pouch $32.50 (Based on 50 pcs) 

 

Best quality cordura tube with reel pouch 

in one body 



 

 

 

Item Length Section Carbon 

fiber 

weight package 

Feather  

782-4 

7ft8 4 IM12/ 

40T 

#2 cordura rod 

tube 

Rod with cordura tube with pouch$60.00 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Rod with cordura tube with pouch $54.50 (Based on 50 pcs)  

Rod with cordura tube with pouch $51.50 (Based on 100 pcs)  

Spare tip is available，the spare tip is $5.00 more 

This rod is designed for tight quarters, precise casts and the feel of small fish This rod is designed for tight quarters, precise casts and the feel of small fish This rod is designed for tight quarters, precise casts and the feel of small fish This rod is designed for tight quarters, precise casts and the feel of small fish 

with big fightwith big fightwith big fightwith big fight    

 



 

 

 

Item Length Section Carbon 

fiber 

weight package 

Traveller  

906-7 

9ft 7 IM10/ 

30+36T 

#6 cordura rod 

tube 

Rod with cordura rod tube $45.55 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Rod with cordura rod tube $41.40 (Based on 50 pcs)  

Rod with cordura rod tube $39.60 (Based on 100 pcs)  

Spare tip: $4.25 

Spare second section: $3.45 

 

 



 

 

 

Item Length Section Carbon 

fiber 

weight package 

Free fly V2 

9074 

9ft 4 IM10/ 

30+36T 

#7 cordura rod 

tube 

Rod with cordura rod tube $54.25(Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Rod with cordura rod tube $51.10 (Based on 50 pcs)  

Rod with cordura rod tube $49.25 (Based on 100 pcs)  

Spare tip: $5.45 

 

 



 

 

 

Item Length Section Carbon 

fiber 

weight package 

Switch rod  

109784 

10ft9 4 IM10/40T 

Nano resin 

#7/8 cordura rod 

tube 

Rod with cordura rod tube $57.00(Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Rod with cordura rod tube $52.50 (Based on 50 pc)  

Rod with cordura rod tube $50.00 (Based on 100 pc)  

Spare tip: $6.50 

 

 



 

 

 

Item Length Section Carbon 

fiber 

weight package 

Double hand  

112784 
11ft2 4 IM10/36T 

Nano resin 

#7/8 cordura rod 

tube 

Rod with cordura rod tube $68.00(Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Rod with cordura rod tube $65.00 (Based on 50 pcs)  

Rod with cordura rod tube $62.00 (Based on 100 pcs)  

Spare tip: $7.50 

 

 



 

 

 

Item Length Section Carbon 

fiber 

Action package 

Tenkara  

36073 
360cm 8 IM10 Nano 

30+36T 

7:3 rod tube 

Tenkara  

39073 

390cm 8 IM10 Nano 

30+36T 

7:3   rod tube 

Tenkara 36073 with rod tube $36.00(Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Tenkara 36073 with rod tube $32.00 (Based on 50 pcs)  

Tenkara 36073 with rod tube $30.00 (Based on 100 pcs)  

Tenkara 39073 with rod tube $38.00(Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit)  

Tenkara 39073 with rod tube $34.00 (Based on 50 pcs)  

Tenkara 39073 with rod tube $32.00 (Based on 100 pcs)  

 



 

 

 
NEW High quality aluminum fly fishing rod tube 

Aluminum rod tube $15.00 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit) 

Aluminum rod tube $14.00 (Based on 50 pc) 

Aluminum rod tube $13.00 (Based on 100 pc) 

 

Triangle Cordura fly fishing rod tube 

Triangle Cordura fly fishing rod tube $4.40 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit) 

Triangle Cordura fly fishing rod tube $4.00 (Based on 50 pc) 

Triangle Cordura fly fishing rod tube $3.80 (Based on 100 pc) 



 

 

 

Cordura tube with hard plastic top protection RTP 

Cordura tube with hard plastic top protection $5.20 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit) 

Cordura tube with hard plastic top protection RTP $4.75 (Based on 50 pc) 

Cordura tube with hard plastic top protection RTP $4.50 (Based on 100 pc) 

 
Triangle rod tube with reel pouch in one-body 

Triangle rod tube with reel pouch in one-body $5.60 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit) 

Triangle rod tube with reel pouch in one-body $5.15 (Based on 50 pc) 

Triangle rod tube with reel pouch in one-body $4.90 (Based on 100 pc) 



 

 

 

Cotton cloth fly rod bag 

Cotton cloth fly rod bag $1.10 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit) 

Cotton cloth fly rod bag $1.00 (Based on 50 pc) 

Cotton cloth fly rod bag $0.95 (Based on 100 pc) 

 

Velvet cloth fly rod bag 

Velvet cloth fly rod bag $1.55 (Sample from our stock, no MOQ limit) 

Velvet cloth fly rod bag $1.40 (Based on 50 pc) 

Velvet cloth fly rod bag $1.35 (Based on 100 pc) 

 


